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The New School Finance Research Agenda: Resource Utilization in Schools
and School Districts

Restructuring Rural Schools:

Paul Nachtigal
Toni Haas

Describes the emerging debate on efficiency and program quality in rural schools, explores
the strengths and weaknesses of proposals to consolidate rural school districts and suggests
workable policy options.

INTRODUCTION

The power and quality of rural education has been the subject of debate since the turn of
the century. Rural areas were perceived as backward, burdened by traditions, and therefore
disadvantaged as America moved from an agricultural to industrial country. As another
transformation takes place and America moves from an industrial to information age, this
paper describes the on-going debate about the efficiency and efficacy of rural schools in
terms of current rural realities. It proposes a future scenario that takes advantage of rural
strengths to create schools and communities that work together to prepare students for
productive lives in the information age.

Ask anybody about rural education, and they will tell you about one-room schools, little
boys and girls riding ponies to school, buildings with bathrooms and playgrounds outside,
rote lessons and big children helping smaller ones. In fact, rural education policy has
often been formed by images, stories, and anecdotes. As . lathan Sher points out,
government by anecdote causes a variety of problems. Stories portray a very selective
slice of life and "span a time period from sixty minutes to sixty years ago."'

In fact, nobody knows for sure how many students attend rural, small schools. Best
estimates range in excess of 9 million students, approximately a quarter of the nations total
school enrollment. (These figures are conservative since many of the Southern and
Western states are organized in county units with multiple rural school attendance centers
at each level.) There are more than 15,000 school districts in the United States, and of
these nearly 75 percent have fewer than 2,500 students total enrollment. Fifty-five percent
of the nation's districts enr01 fewer than 600 students. The median size high school in
North Dakota is presently 6t:', students. When as seemingly simple a fact as how many
students depend on mral schools for their education is not available how many more
complicated issues must rest on speculation, reminiscence, story and belief? This paper
attempts to provide more definitive information about education in rural America, to assist
policy-makers in their deliberations as they address issues of rural education which impact
every region, every state in the country.

Sher, Jonathan P. Class Dismissed: Examining Nebraska's Rural Education Debate.
Nebraska Rural Community Schools Association, 375 South 14th, PO Box 2003, Lincoln,
NE 68502, March, 1988.
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THE CONTEXT FOR RURAL EDUCATION

The facts begin with a definition of what rural means in 1988. This section looks at
changes in economics, in demographics and in philosophies about the purposes of education
in rural America.

In 1900, 60.4 percent of the population lived in rural America. By 1960, this percentage
had dropped to 30.1%, although the actual number of rural Americans increased by nine
million during those 60 years.' Rural population exceeded urban population until 1920;
from 1920 to the present the number of rural people has remained remarkably stable at
between 50 to 60 million, although the percent of the total population has shrunk from 60
to 25 percent. While the number of rural people has changed little, who they are and what
they do has changed dramatically. In 1920 the farm population (32 million) comprised 63
percent of the rural population; by 1985 the farm population (3.4 million) had declined to
nine percent of the rural population. Only one out of ten rural Americans is currently
involved in farming .3

A recent study of the USDA reveals how much the rural economy has diversified. The
study classifies the 2,443 rural counties in the country into eight different types according
to their principal sources of income and/or employment. The types identified were:

1. Farming dependent counties represented 29 percent of non-metro counties (702 in
all) concentrated in the Plains states and upper Midwest.

2. Manufacturing dependent counties represented 28 percent of non-metrocounties (678
in all) concentrated in the eastern fourth of the country, especially in the Couth.

3. Mining dependent counties represented 8 percent of non-metrocounties (200 in all)
concentrated in the west from Texas to Montana and in the east in West Virginia
and Kentucky.

4. Specialized government dominated the economy in 13 percent of non-metrocounties
(315 in all) uniformly distributed across the country and including counties that
house major public universities, military reservation, state capitals and so forth.

5. Persistent poverty coundes represented 10 percent of non-metrocounties (242 in all)
concentrated in Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee and Kentucky. These are counties
whose income has been in the lowest fifth every d,cade since 1950. They generally

Dillman, Don A. and Donald M. Beck. Information Technologies and Rural
Development in the 1990s. The Journal of State Government. Vol 1, No. 1,
January/February, 1988.

3 Hobbs, Daryl. What Will Rural America Look Like in the Year 2000. Office of
Social and Economic Data Analysis, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO. 1988.
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include high concentrations of minority population and low levels of adult
educational attainment.

6. Federal lands represented 10 percent of non-metrocounties (247 in all) concentratzd
in the Western one-third of the nation. They generally have low population density
but rapid population growth during the 1970's because of recreation opportunities
they afford.

7. Retirement represented 21 percent of non-metrocounties (515 in all) concentrated in
a strip from southern Missouri through Texas and Florida and in the Southwest.
They have had exceptional population growth and that growth continues.

8. Ungrouped counties represented 15 percent of non-metrocounties (370 in all)
represent sufficiently diverse income and employment sources that they do not fit
into any of the above categories. They are about equally distributed across rural
America.

The issue that emerges from this classification is how much rural planning and
policy-making has become complicated by not only outmoded visions of what rural meant,
but also by increasing diversity. Rural localities, even within the same state, face greatly
different prospects for future growth and development, and have the capacity for very
different contributions through taxes and assessments, to support public education.

The economic diversity described above suggests that there is no single future for rural
America. There will be many different futures. To better understand the influences on
future rural development, it is useful to take a brief look at the past. Daryl Hobbs divides
rural economic development into three fairly discrete periods:

1. From 1900 to roughly 1960 rural areas were dependent on natural resources
(farming, mining, energy, timber, etc.). Largely because of automation,
employment in natural resource industries has been declining for the past 25
years or more, even though overall production is as great or greater than ever.
It is unlikely that there will be much future employment growth in natural
resource industries.

2. The second period (1960-1980) was a period of rural industrialization. This was
the time when many formerly urban manufacturing plants moved to rural areas
because of lower costs of production., especially labor. Most of this growth
occurred in the Southeast, and is now moving off-shore, in search of even
cheaper labor. In addition, the kind of manufacturing that moved to rural areas
(mass production of standardized goods) is declining both in rur?t areas and ir.
the nation as a whole.

3. The third period (beginning in the 1970's and continuing) is much more Used
on information technologies and the product")n of services. These are the
general growth sectors of the economy. They tend to be education intensive,
smaller scale, more oriented toward custom production and heavily based on
entrepreneurship and innovation. Because of information technologies (it lc
cheaper and faster to transport information than people or goods) these sectors
are not limited in choosing locations by access to raw materials or even surface
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transportation. Rural areas have potentially great advantages here, with
significant quality of life factors such as community, space, lac', of crowds,
physical environment and pace.

In light of these trends, Hobbs concludes that rural growth and development in the future
will depend more on how and what an area does to compete than on any particular natural
resource or advantage of location.

These potentially positive development possibilities could not come at a better time for
rural America. While, as the USDA breakout demonstrates, rural economies are diverse,
over the last eight to ten years they have shuddered under blows in every sector. The
agriculture dislocations happened in parallel with the collapse of the domestic energy and
mining sectors. In North Dakota and Montana, among the most farm dependent states,
severance taxes from energy resources accounted for over 29 and 25 percent of total State
tax revenues.' Energy prices have tumbled and land prices in the Midwest are less than 50
percent of their peak values eight years ago.' The economic come-back that both coasts
seem to be participating in has not spread to the rural parts of the country. The recession
oi the early '80's in concert with reduced Federal aid placed severe stress on states,
forcing tax increases.
These conditions have serious and immediate implications for rural schools. The
performance of a public finance system depends on underlying economic conditions and the
tax structure employed to raise needed revenues. Three major problems face states in
general and rural schools in particular, according to Chicoine and Hoke.

1. Expenditures, necessary to maintain and improve the educational system as
advocated in the numerous reform documents, will increase. State fiscal
capacity to respond is limited, particularly in states where school funding is
dependent on property tax and land is being severely and regularly devalued.

2. Increased budged demands come on top of several years of state budget
pressures. It is unlikely that states will raise tax rates in the near term ,' ausing
state revenue growth to depend on general impr.,vements in the economy.

4 Chicoine, David L. and Gordon A. Hoke. Rural Economies, Tax Structures, and
Meeting the Demand for Siate-Local Government Services: A Focus on Local Schools. in
New Dimensions in Rural Policy: Building Upon Our Heritage. Studies prepared for the
use of the Subcommittee on Agriculture and Transportation of the Joint Economic
Committee, Congress of the United States. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington:
1986.

s McCune, Shirley D. McREL Meets Needs in the Central Region. Mid-Continent
Regional Educational Laboratory, 12500 East Iliff #201, Aurora, Colorado, 80014, 1987.
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3. Finally, there is likely to be little help from outside. Federal inter-governmental
aid is expected to confinue to decline.'

Further darkening the fiscal picture for schools are two demographic trends, for while the
numbers of rural residents has remained relatively constant, what they look like has and
will condnue to change. The first trend suggests that rural communities are growing older.
Transfer payments are the major source of' income in almost a fourth of the rural counties.'
Older citizens bring their own capital and are prime clients for increased services.
However, they may see their needs for public services in direct competition with the tax
investment in public schools. This can result in lessening support for the schools, since
older citizens have a very high voting rate. The second trend is increasing numbers of
students entering school at risk for failure, whose educational needs tend to be expensive to
serve.

A final change in the rural context is around changing philosophies about the purposes of
education and the role of the school. Conflicting perspectives of the role of education in
rural communities are emerging. Historically, rural education has been viewed as education
for emancipation. Educational programs were designed to equip rural young people with
the skills and attitudes to leave rural communities. With the decline of ready employment
opportunities in larger urban areas and the deterioration of the quality of life, increasingly,
rural people and rival communities seek education for empowerment, that is an education
that enables them to make choices. If they chose to move to the city, they have the skills
to successfully do so. However, if they wish to remain, their education has prepared them
to create their livelihood, if need be, to stay in the rural community.'

At the same time the purpose of schooling is being reexamined in rural communities, the
role and importance of the school as an institution is also being reconsidered. Rural
schools, while the largest emp'_ yer and purchaser of services in many rural communities,
represent a net economic drain particularly in those states which rely heavily on local
property tax for fmancing their schools. Local citizens contribute tax dollars and their
children, and lose the human capital investment when those children seek employment and
live elsewhere. It is a matter of local pride that students are as well prepared in small
schools as students who iive in urban and suburban areas, yet rural citizens are beginning
to question the necessity of their children "graduating with a diploma in one hand and a
bus ticket in the other".

ADDRESSING THE RURAL EDUCATION PROBLEM: THE PAST

The Consolidation of Schools

Chicoine and Hoke, op. cit.

Bender, et. al., op. cit.

Ford Foundation Task Force Meeting, June 14-16, 1987, Denver, Colo. -do.
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Consistent with the urbanization mentality which has driven public policy from the turn of
the century, the traditional policy response to improving the education and life chances of
students living in rural areas has been to deliver services through organizations that looked
as much as possible like city schools. Since the largest, most visible difference is size,
this meant consolidating rural schools, maldng them larger.

Urban areas needed schools that could indoctrinate large numbers of immigrants, turning
them into productive factory workers who were compliant, did repetitive, boring tasks and
were no threat to the social order.' Convinced that the production efficiencies realized
from the assembly line could be adapted to schooling, public education with leadership
from urban areas began to incorporate the principles of specialized teachers and
standardized curriculum and class.00ms along with the rigid time schedules that seemed to
be working well in the mass production work place. Large numbers were needed to
achieve the efficiencies and economy of scale of the factory model, so consolidation of
rural schools and common standards, including adopting the same length school term
became the public policy strategy for rural school improvement.'

The 200,000 or more one-room schools were first merged into town schools, and then into
larger, multi-community school disticts. The number of school districts was reduced from
approximately 128,000 in 1930 to 36,000 in 1960 and fewer than 16,000 today. The
system, consistent with the movement of society from community control to a mass
society" shifted the control of schools from communities to professionals. As consolidated
rural schools became larger, they took on more and more of the characteristics of urban
schools and their programs became less and less mlevant to the local needs and
circumstances of the communities in which they we.re located. For the most part, the
curriculum evolved into a text-book driven, college preparatory program, ill-serving those
students who were not college bound.

While school consolidation represented a logical reflection of improved transportation and
the movement of the population from the countryside to the towns and cities, as a policy
option, it has largely reached the limits of its usefulness. While there are still some small
districts (particularly K-8, K-6 and 9-12 districts that exist primarily for tax advantages)
that could be consolidated, the round of consolidation in the 1950's and 1960's reaped the

9 Hutchins, C. L. Dear Colleague letter in Redesigning Rural Education: Ideas for
Action. Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory, 12500 East lliff #201, Aurora,
Colorado, 80014, 1988.

19 Nachtigal, Paul and Daryl Hobbs. Rural Development, the Role of the Public
Schools. Paper prepared for the National Governors' Association, May, 1988 and available
from NGA, 444 119,11 of states, Washington, DC, 20208.

" Dillman and Beck, op. cit.
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[ost savings that could be made. There is no good data that suggests that further
consolidadon can be justified as either a school effectiveness or economic issue.""3

School Consolidation: Quality and Effectiveness

Most remaining consolidation advocates suggest bigger schools provide better programs, a
better education for students. Sher points out that nearly everyone (both pro and

closely related but "remarkably little has been done to resolve this matter through
appropriate and rel able statewide evaluations of educadon." He then presents an analysis

anti-consolidation advocates) assumes enrollment size and educational quality are very

of input, 'through-put' and output measures, which we will recap briefly below:

In terms of inputs (physical plant; the supply of books, materials and equipment;
highly-credentialed teachers, a variety of specialist sta.ff members and a strong breadth and

-4 depth of course offerings), the evidence reveals that once a basic floor has been
established, in and of themselves these inputs do not have a significant effect on student
performance and other educational outcomes. They are not even in the same league as
native intelligence and family background as predictors of academic aspirations, motivation
and ac:hievement.

Through-puts are those environmental and process factors that promote educational
excellence. The underlying theory is simply that what resources schools have are less
important than what schools actually do with whatever resources they may possess.

Research identifies a fairly consistent set of themes: strong, positive leadership; high
expectations of student and teacher achievement; respectful relationships among students,
teachers and administrators; individualized instruction and attention; an emphasis on
academic basics; parental/community involvement and support; fair and frequent feedback
to both students and teachers on performance (emphasiimg positive reinforcement of
success and progress); a friendly, but businesslike, classiocm and school climate; a healthy
balance of activities fostering the intellectual, physical emotional and social development of
students; and a tolerance for individual initiatives and for trying new approaches to
learning."

12 Hobbs, Daryl. Rural School Improvement: Bigger or Better? The Journal of State
Government. Vol. 61, No. 1., January/February, 1988.

" Sher, op. cit.

" Boyer, Ernest, High School: A Report on Secondary Education in America. New
York: Harper and Row. 1983; Ron Edmonds and J. R. Frederiken, The Search for Effective
Schools, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978; John Goodlad, A Place Culled School,
New York: McGraw Hill, 1984; Sara Lightfoot, The Good High School: Portraits of
Character and Culture, New York: Basic Books, '983; Michael Rutter, etal., Fifteen
Tiwusand Hours: Secondary Schools and Effects on Children, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1979.
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None of these elements of excellence are beyond the reach of small, rural schools and a
strong case can be made that small schools have advantages in the development and
refinement of these attributes. Items such as parental and community involvement and
support are characteristic of most small rural schools. Similarly the traditional emphases
on acaderec basics and a friendly, but businesslike climate, give these schools an important
head start. The criterion of individualized instruction and attention is more likely to be
met in a small school because or the low pupil/teacher rado. In sum, "the good news is
that every single one of they key factors is readily attainable by small rural
schools--without consolidation, without a major infusion of new money and without having
to wait for new technologies:'

Finally, outputs arc thought to directly measure resalts. The problem here is chr irtually
no stEtes have comparative data. In Colorado, for instance, the first state-wide testing
program disclosed that student achievement scores showed no bad effects of sizer some of
the smallest, most rural schools had students with the highest ranks. What does seem clear
is that poor districts and districts with large nu.bers of poor children, do not have test
scores as high as those in districts with more resources, but this is not a mcasure
correlated with size.

Since achievement or performance test score data are not systematically collected in most
states, other output measures need to be considered. One of these is the "holding power"
of schools, that is how good are different types of schools at motivating srudents to stay
enrolled until they graduate? Most rural, small schools do well on this measure, and much
better than urban schools.

A final output measure, a proxy to be sure, are student scores on college entrance
exarrhations such as the SAT and ACT. In Nebraska, for instance, the smallest schools
(with 1-24 graduates) and the largest schools (with 900 r graduates) produced exactly the
same average scores.' There is neither hard evidence, nor a persuasive argument.
supporting contentions that educatiowil quality is a function of size.

School Consolidation: Economy and Efficienci

If small schools have, within their reach, all of the variables associated with effectiveness
lnd if die output measures (how many students stay in school, how students from the
smallest schools compare with others in the state on achievement, performance, and college
entrance tests) all show small school students reaching the highest degrees of excellence,
then the arguments for consolidation revolve around economy and efficiency. Advocates of
consolidation argue that %Ilan rural schools cost too much and do not spend what they
have wisely, thus wasting scarce public dollars. The public trust makes this a particular
concern to state legislators, and we will .ipend some time on it below.

' Sher, op. cit.

16 ibid.
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The basic question about economy and schools is "Can the schools be operated for less
money?" The answer for all schools is a resounding YES! For example:

In Nebraska the schools could reduce costs by well over 35
million dollars a year by getting out of the transportation
business.
Millions upon millions of dollaro could be saved by
eliminating all school sports and extra curricular programs.

Enormous srsings could be achieved iz state legislators
mandated, for example, that no teacher could have fewer than
thirty pupils.

All vocational training could be eliminated, because the private
sector is, after all, responsible for training their own
employees.

Course offerings (art, music, drama, foreign languages) not
tested on the SAT or ACT could bc: eliminated.

Schools could eliminate all administrators but one per school,
as well as all support staff, media specialists, librarians,
counselors.

Public elementary and secondary schonls could take a leaf
from the books of public universities and begin charging
tuition and making students pay for their own books and
materials."

Any real savings to be gamcf by merging some small districts or schools is mere "chicken
feed" when compared to Lie potential savings gained by any one of the above measures.
If the primary goal for '.egibiators is to save money, then the place to start is in one of
these really big categorLs of school expenditures.

There would be a heavy price to pay for this ldnd of short-sighied frugality. Legislators
recognize that their primary responsibility is to ensure that all the state's children have
access to good public schools. Supporting the best schools that resources permit, rather
than the cheapest ones imaginable, is wise investment in the future of the state and its
economy.

As these examples should make clear, a genuinely "hard-nosed" pursuit of any and all
economies in public schooling very quickly could become a risky, and ecit.caticnally
counter-productive, course of action. Public policy-makers might better turn their attention
to efficiency, rather and economy.

Efficiency refers to the relationship between cost and quality There are two ways in
which efficiencies can be achieved: first, by holding the quality/output constant while

" Ibid.
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lowering the cost; or by holding the cost constant while raising the quality/output. In this
analysis, we must be wary of false efficiencies, that is cutting costs but ending up with an
inferior yield cr product.

Valid measurements of a school or school district's efficiency are greatly complicated by
the absence of tangible outputs and standard definitions of quality in the world of
education. This also makes legitimate comparisons among schools on the basis of
efficiency much more difficult than they may seem at first glance. Per pupil expenditure
calculations inherently, and inevitably, discriminated against rural school systems. There
are simply too few young people in most rural areas to make rural schools look good on
the per pupil cost yardstick. A variety of costs remain fixed without regard to the number
of students among whom these costs can be spread. Transportation costs also point out the
extent to which the necessary costs of a rural ducation are mislabeled as inefficient
through the use of the per pupil cost per yardsdck.

In spite of these apparent handicaps a look ar a gross measure of costs in Missouri,
operating expenses per student, the mean costs per student of districts of various sizes are
surprisingly similar.

Ave Daily Attend. # of Dist Mean Low High

Less than 500 269 2,801.0 1,851.0 4,765.1

500 - 10000 121 2,613.7 1,926.1 5,217.5

1,000 - 2,499 95 2,581.2 1,699.3 7,002.3

2,500 or more 55 2,981.3 2,069.6 5,146.4

These figures are consistent with research studies on eamomies of scale which show small
districts and large districts to be slightly more expensive to operate. What is worth nirther
study is the range of expenditures within each of the size categories.'

The small school secret for achieving good results at a reasonable cost (the answer to the
question, efficient at doing what) has been to:

emphasize individualized instruction and low pupil/teacher
ratios;

ensure direct participation in school activities by virtually every
student;

offer a stror 3 core curriculum;

hire competent generalist teachers;

is Fox, Wu. F.
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take advantage of close connections with the local community;
and

simply do without a variety of resources taken for granted in
larger schools.

ADDRESSING THE RURAL EDUCATION PROBLEM: THE FUTURE

Standards, Yes; Standardization, No

If taxpayers and legislators agree to increase their financial support of the public schools,
they haw, a right to demand heightened levels of educational quality, based on genuine
measures These measures should not be either superficial proxies (including such inputs
as shiny new buildings or a an77ling array of course titles) or any single indicator (such as
ACT scores). What is needed is a statewide evaluation process emphasizing two areas:

1. The extent to which schools actually are behaving in accoHance with the
research-validated elements of effective schools and positive learniag
environments (described earlier), and

2. The actual performance of schools on a diverse set of output measures, ranging
from dropout/graduation rates to test scores, and from student/parent/teacher
evaluadons to appropriate competency tests that go be simple "paper arid pencil"
examinations and the recall of facts.

Taking this challenge seriously will require a new set of actions on the part- of both local
and state education officials. It demands a major statewide research, development and data
collecdon effort. It also requires far more local cooperation and participation in both the
design and conduct of such work than has been true in the past. What all this boils down
to is the c-eation of appropriate standards for the behavior and performance of public
education institution, and a rational, systematic non-anecdotal method for helping schools
discover both how close they are coming to meeting these standards and what steps they
might take to improve their quality.

What it does not imply is a state-lcvel push for school standardization. Standardization is
a misguided notion that there is only one way to achieve these educational standards, that
there exists "One Best Method" of schooling that must be used by all people everywhere in
all circumstances. This idea, a reflection of the traditional metropolitan bias lurking in the
minds of educators and policy-makeis, is extraordinarily arrogant. It greatly exaggerates
the degree to which anyone firmly understands what is most educationally appropriate for
what children under what circumstances. At the same time, it ignores how much we do
latow about different learning styles the value of alternative pedagogies, and the need to
treat childmn as individuals, rather than pretending they are all the same. For better or
worse, education is still much more of an art than a science. It requires a willingness to
search for ever-better ways of promoting effective learning and all the other positive
outcntnes our society expects from its public schools.

11
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Redesigning Rural Education: A Vision For The Future

America is suffering from a terrific failure of imagination around the issues of quality
education. What is sorely lacking at the moment is a compelling vision of what quality
rural education might encompass. The remainder cif this paper begins to rough out the
dimenslons of such a vision. We begm by discarding the deficit model that evaluates rural
settings in terms of what they lack, and concentrate instead on their stengths. The
following discussion is base on a recognition of the diverse rural reality which constitutes
America's countryside. It is also based on the growing mcognition from research as well
as practice that substantive restructuring will happen from the "tvittom.up", not the
"top-down". It is only when communities take control of this redtsign that education can
be tailored to the unique conditions of each locality. We are not, theiefore, constructing
anc ther one-best-system for rural America. Rather, we wish to establish a framework and
support structure whicn will facilitate the redesign of more effective schools where ever
they might be located.

Schools, regardless of size and location, have a given set of components and perform
certain functions. How those functions get carried out needs to be different for different
locations.

Mission

Existing Schools - Schools, whether clearly articulated or implied have an educational
mission. For rural schools, that mission has traditionally been fairly narrowly defined, e.g.
providing a good basic education for those individuals between the ages of approximately 5
to 18. Educational programs are designed for emancipation, that is equipping students with
the skills and knowledge to continue their education and or move from the local
community to areas in which there are larger labor markets. Because of state regulations,
which have been defined by the one-best-system, and because of the limited numbers and
resources of the small school, the curricola that results in rural communities tends to be
heavily college prep, leaving non-college bound students less well served.

Redesigned Schools - The mission of the school is expanded to serve students of all ages,
including pre-schoolers and adults as well as the traditional student population. The
mission would be refocused to include the empowering of students, giving them the skills,
knowledge, attitudes to make choices about staying in the community as well as let ving.

Depending on the availability of other social service agencies, the school, often the last
viable institution in rural communities, would become the general store of public services,
including health, economic development, welfare and other social services.

Governance

Existing Schools - Because of the centralization of control which has accompanied the
urbanized one-best-system, the importance of local boards as a policy making body has
decreased. With fewer and fewer real decisions to be made, boards have tended to drift to
special in*erest policy making and or become more involved in the administration of
schools.
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Redesigned Schools - Because of the need to keep schools tightly linked and responsivl to
the unique conditions of each community, and because states will need to depart from a
centralized one-best-system policy structure, local boards will again take on central
importance. Local control will once again be a cornerstone of the redesigned rural school.
In fact, the governance structure will need to be expanded as the school broadens its
mission, providing representation of all interests and segments of the community.

Administration

Existing Sc'iouls - With centralization, has come increased needs for administration.
Full-time superintendents and principals are expected even in the smallest school systems.
The size of the administrative staff can be predicted by the degree to which states legislate
control over local school programs.

Redesigned Schools - The need for strong accountability and related reporting procedures
are necessari to fuffill the public trust. With the development of a sophisticated set of
out-come measures to be met by all schools, discussed earlier, the plethora of rules and
regulations concerning "in-puts" and "through-puts" can be reduced. States need to be
concerned about the quality of the school's product, not the process used to achieve that
level of quality. With the reduction of compliance guidelines for operation, the central
office administrative functions will be reduced and could be contracted to a regional or
multi-distriet agency, thus eliminating the need for a superintendent for each rural district.

Curriculum

Existing Schools - The cturiculum in rural schools has become standardized, the courses
more and more specialized, text book driven and increasingly irrelevant to local community
needs. Students know more about how the state and national government works than their
own town council. The operation of the Supreme Court is better understood than the
office of the justice of the peace. Students are learning more and more about those things
over which they have less and less control.

Redesigned School - The curriculum of the restructured school would begin with a
community focus, integrated so as to assist students see the inter-relationships between the
various content areas, e.g. math and the social sciences, science and the arts, etc., with an
emphasis on learning to learn. Rote learning would be replaced with higher order thinking
skills. Computer technology gives us the tools to move from a curriculum that is linear,
e.g. progressing from the simple to the complex, to a curriculum which deals directly with
the complexities of our environment. Such a curriculum will insure the development of
problem-solving skills needed for the emerging technological society.

The curriculum is dynamic and changes in response to emerging interest, changes in the
environment. It includes civic responsibility and community service. The curriculum
includes core, common skills, but the time it takes to complete it and the, precise
components after the core skills are mastered differ because they are designed for
individuals. Instruction recognizes differences in learning styles. Assessment is based on
individual achievement and reports of community observers as well as paper and pencil
measures of competence.
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Course Delivery

Existing Schools - Typical instruction in exisdng schools consists of a teacher with about
30 students, graded by age, in a classroom for 55 minute periods. Instructional materials
tend to be limited to the text-book, work sheets or paper and pencil activities. Instruction
is dominated by the teacher talking and the students listening.

Redesigned School - Educational experiences would be provided in a wide variety of ways
with a heavy emphasis on experiential learning. Because learning is experiential, taking
place in the real world, and the curriculum more integrated, groupings of students will be
mom real, e.g. multi-age and multi-interest groupings. The use of more general gouping
patterns will allow for more efficient staffing patterns not possible with the
one-best-system.
Because the community is the focus of study, students will learn about the importance of
history by becoming historians of their own community. Economics and social science
come alive as students begin by collecting and analyzing data about the local social and
economic conditions. Much of science, energy, food production, the ecology, biology, are
taught in the laboratory that exists in the schools surrounding environment.

Technology is an integrated component of the educational delivery system. The master
teachers are shared among clusters of neighboring schools via fiber-optic or micro-wave
interactive video. Jpecialized courses that can be offered no other way will be brought in
over satellites. Computers serve as learning tools for simulations and handling the data of
real world learning experiences.

Instructional Staff

Exisdng Schools - Teachers are specialized, expected to be the source of knowledge. They
served as the giver of information, students are the receivers of informadon. The system is
not set up to make good used of "experts" who are not properly certificated.

Redesigned Schools - Teachers are generalists, educated in ways to help students find and
understand how to use information. They are facilitators of learning rather than
repositories of content. This does not mean that they need not know content. Being
substantially grounded in a field is necessary to guide students in the study of that content.

Scheduling

Existing Schools - The school schedule is ridged and clearly defined. A six or seven
class-period day, meets five (in some cases four) days a week for approximately 180 days.
Learning takes place during these school hours.

RedeFigned Schools - Courses are taught in longer blocks of time, for most courFes a
minimum of two .hours, making more efficient use of instructional time and allowing
students to move beyond the school walls for learning. Schedules would be flexible to
allow for extended learning time around field activities or projects. With electronic
networking and the use of computers for instruction, daily attendance at school may no
longer be necessary. With a shift from "time-b4seu" to "outcomes" based measures of
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student achievement, meeting the schedule and being physically present in school becoraes
less important.

Students

Existing Schools - Students are individuals enrolled in school from Kindergarten, (in some
cases pre-school) through grade twelve. You are a student or you are not. There is little
provision for part-time arrangements.

Redesigned Schools - The lines between who is a student and who is not are blurred.
Schools may offer day-care where some formal learning takes place. High school students
may elect to be part-time students combining learning with work. Earning a high school
diploma can take either more or less time than 12 years. Adults are served by a wide
variety of job related, life enrichment, or leisure time activities. Adults will be integrated
into many instructional options currently reserved only for traditional high school students.

School Organization

Existing Schools - School districts operate as autonomous/full-service organizations. With
the exception of special education, each district is expected to offer all the functions and
learning opportunities needed by the local community.

Redesigned school - Districts, while preserving their identity and control through local
boards, will form consortia with other districts, institutions of higher education, and private
sector agencies to provide the various functions of schooling which cannot effectively and
efficiently be provided by a single district. For instance, advanced placement programs are
offered by community colleges rather than duplicated by local districts; contract
arrangements for vocational education replace expensive vocational facilities.

Rural Schools and Community Development: An Example

One vehicle being used by rural schools to begin the redesign process is community
development. Earlier we talked about the purposes of rural education shifting from an
exclusive emphasis on emancipation, or equipping students to leave town and seek success
elsewhere, to the inclusion of the notion of empowerment, or giving people the tools they
need to stay in the community. In a seven state study in the Midwest, rural youth
reported that about half of high school graduates prefer to live on a farm or in a small
town, while generally less than 10 percent would prefer to live in a city. Regardless of
school size, graduates report that the thing they like least about their community is that
there are few job opportunities.'

By expanding the mission of the school and focusing the curriculum on the community, the
school assumes the responsibility for preparing students to create jobs, rather than just to
get jobs, working for someone else. The tight links between school and community in
rural areas become an asset tc both. Experiments with these ideas are springing up
throughout the countryside.

'20 Jerry Horn cite
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The idea is simple. Schools teach students how to study the community, survey the
residents for needs and purchasing practices, discover niches where needs are going uomet
locally, write business plans, attract capital and begin businesses, all while they are
attending class and working toward graduation. Students are the workers and owners, and
the operatinF businesses, when able to function independently, move out of the school and
operate as does any small business. This makes room for new businesses to begin. Four
examples are described below.

In rural Georgia, Paul Delargey and his students have more than eight years experience
implementing this idea. They have begun (and spun off) two daycare centers, a feeder-pig
operation, a construction busirxss and developed and are operating an old train and depot
as a popular tourist attraction. Their latest project is to revitalize the sheep industry that
died when Sherman marched through Georgia.

In North Carolina, Jonathan Sher who directs the Rural Education and Development,
corporation and the University of North Carolina's Small Business and Technology
Development Center has worked with pilot schools developing a silk screening and tee
shirt business, a small boat rental and a restaurant. As an exampll of the scope of
potendal businesses, the restaurant involves a Methodist minister and three teachers helping
a tri-racial group of rural high school students create a delicatessen in St. Pau ls, North
Carolina. Located on Interstate 95, the Way Off Broadway deli opened for business in
July of 1987. Its first-rate sandwiches, kosher pickles and frozen yogurt are sought out by
both local residents and interstate travellers.

Perhaps the most famous example of school-based enterprises is also in Georgia, at Rabun
Gap. There for twenty years Eliot Wiggington and his students have created a foundation
called Foxfire that researches, writes and publishes books, records and manufactures
records, provides untold hours of restoration work on buildings and log cabins in what has
became the Foxfire compound, and participated in a broadway play and made-for-television
film, based on their research.

Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory (McREL) is involved with the Black Hills
Special Services Cooperative and eight West River South Dakota schools to explore ways
that the schools can play a more central role in community economic development. Begun
just last fall, this prnject has discovered, for instance, that students attending Custer (SD)
h;gh schol, enrollment 280, have more than a half a million dollars in discretionary
money each year. A research and development course in Belle Fourche (SD) surveyed
their community and discovered 364 businesses. Another school taught students community
survey techniques, and the resulting data will form the basis for an application to the
federal government for low cost housing for the elderly. This summer, teachers from each
of the sites will gather in a graduate credit course being offered at Black Hills State
College to write an ennpregeurship curriculum.

These projects represent a vision that goes well beyond our current urban notions of the
role of a school, incorporating many of the redesign features spelled out above. In general
dr; redesigned rural school would serve as a meeting of place for citizens, and i11-leed be
the social center of the town, offering a full range of social and educational services. A
grandmother who lives out in the country would be able to catch the school bus in the
morning with just a one-day call ahead. Arriving at the school she would keep her
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monthly appointment with. the County Nurse, ask a lawyer doing prn bono consultation
about her will, collect her social security supplemental benefits, exercise with some friends
her own age, have a hot meal, teach some third graders how to knit and see her grandson
in his first band concert.

The redesigned rural school functions as the center of a learning community, and A., a
healthy organization far all its workers: students, teachers, administrators, support staff, and
community members who are also taxpayers. Decisions are made in a consenting,
participatory style and it is an easy glide from learner to teacher, a shift that everyone
makes several times a day. The curricula encompasses adult education for vocational as
well as avocational interests, and people are encouraged to drop in, not drop out. The
building serves as a cultural center and historical repository, but sees itself connected to the
communities fnture as a partner in development. Part of its role is to interface with other
public service programs: OSHA, JTPA, SBA, social and health services. The school
belongs to the community, and is constantly looking for ways to share its resources.
Faculty consult with local businesses, about data processing, accounting and legal rules and
regulations. Short courses and classes provide vital information on crucial issues, close to
home.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL FINANCE AND PUBLIC POLICY

A major thesis of thi3 paper is that rural America is a complex environment, different in
significant ways from urban America and encompassing great variations within rural itself.
Rural America represents a segment of society whose problems do not lend themselves to
simple solutions. While policy makers are to be commended for their interest in legislative
initiatives to reform educafion, existing measures fall short of what is needed for rural
education. We have tried to show that, whereas, school consolidation had a place in public
policy as a way of improving rural schools in the past, it is not a useful policy for
meeting the needs of rural America in a technological age as we move into the 21st
Century. What is needed is a redesign of rural education. The implications for public
policy and school finance are as follows:

1. Policy decisions for rural school redesign must be based on good information about
rural reality, not anecdotes. While states are data rich, they are information poor about the
status of rural education. Existing data has not been organizecl in a fashion that can
inform policy on rural school performance, teacher quality and availability, financial needs
for the required educational services or Eources of support. We recommend that state
agencies be directed to create an integrated dam base which can inform future policy
decisions about rural education.

Example: The state of Missouri has begun to look at its data base needs in connection
with the development of a new school classification (accreditation) system which would, in
addition to providing better information on school quality, eliminate some of the "urban
bias" in the existing system, e.g. the bigger the more likely all the current in-put standards
can be met. Currently the data from the education department is not in a format to
provide the support for a new system. Until the department can create such a system, this
service is being made available by the University of Missouri. An interactive data base
will be essential in supporting a state system which provides for the diversity which will
result from redesigning rural schools.
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2. States have both legal and moral responsibilities around equity and quality of life
issues. In order to fulfill these responsibilities we recommend that the most enlightened
leadership of the state be charged to develop quality/performance standards which are to be
met by all public schools, standards which go beyond standardized measures of student
achievement and include informadon on drop-outs, student follow-up data, etc. Once
established, rural schools could be freed from the operational constraints currently imposed
by accreditation and other state reguladons, allowing them to redesign their programs to
capitalize on the inherent strengths of rural schools to meet those standards.

Example: A number of states are attempting to move to out put or performance based
standards for the public scLools. As yet, this author is not aware of any states that have
completely implemented a system which would allow districts to depart from traditional
regulations if adequate student performance is ac'neved. Again, Misscuri is moving in this
direction. The addditon of throughput and outriut criteria to the input standards, will
make it possible for rural schools who do well on process criteria, e.g. those identified in
the effective schools literature and descnbed earlier in this document; and well on product
criteria, e.g. student achievement, drop-out rates, etc., to still reach the highest level of
distinction.

3. School finance formulas need to be redesigned to be sensitive to rural peculiarities and
assure that essential educational functions are available for all students regardless of where
in a state that student happens to live. Finance formulas must also be structured with a
recognition that these functions can best be carried out differently in rural settings than in
urban settings. Given the apparent linkage between school performance and
socio-economic status, particularly prevalent "..s. the "persistent poverty" counties,
differentiated resources need to be made available not unlike those provided in
court-ordered desegregation cases.

Example: Colorado's proposed school finance legislation places the states districts into
eight different categories ranging from core city to urban-suburban, to outlying city to
rural, to small attendance areas. The plan recognizes that certain educational functions
must be provide regardless of size or location of the district. It also recognizes that these
functions may cost more to provide in some settings than in others. It then attempts to
equalize the resources avaiiable for those educational functions across the schools in each
of the eight categories.

4. Incentive grants along with experimental school guidelines should be established to
facilitate pilot rural redesign initiatives. State education agencies with their traditional
regulatory role will need to publicly promote and support such initiatives. The supervisor,
responsibilities of the state will be different as we move from a uniform system to a
differentiated system of schooling.

Example: Washington Statz has created a program "Schools for the 21st Century", a
competitive program which will fund 21 sites in their efforts to resinicture schools. The
schools winning the competition will, upon submitting the proper applications, be exempt
from all existing rules and regulations except for those pertaining to health and safety.
Incentive grants of approximately $50,000 will be made available for each project. The
guidelines call for geographical distribution of the successful applicants. Note: The small
rural schools, most in need of restructuring generally do not have the resources, (dm and
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expertise) to successfully compete for such programs. Initiatives are needed, seecifically for
rural schools.

5. To support the "general store" notion of service delivery, ai inter-departmental task
force wil" need to be established at the statz level to articulate utd avoid redundancy of
program delivery to rural communities. Larger urban areas are capable of reproducing a
parallel bureaucracy to that at the state level, rural communities are not. School financing
will need to be seen as one piece of multiple funding sources to provide the range of
services required in rural communities.

Example: Initial efforts were started under the previous administration at the Federal level
to establish communications between the various agencies concerned with rural America.
The Rural Inter-agency Task Force met frequently for communications purposes. Neither
program changes nor funding patterns have yet followed. The author is not aware of
similar efforts at the state level.

6. Redesigning rural schools is not a task that can be accomplished readily by an
individual school district. The technical assistance, moral support and effective use of
outside resources can best be accomplished through the formation of clusters of neighboring
schools, linked with resources from innztnediate service agencies (wIrre they exist),
institutions of higher education and appropriate agencies in the private sector.
Developnent funds in relatively small grants will be needed to cover the expenses of this
developmental process.

Example: The Mid-continent Regioral Educational Laboratory has developed and
implemented a "cluster strategy" for rural school improvement, worldng at a range of issues
from the implementation of technology, staff development, revising the school curriculum,
to involving the rural school in community development. Small amounts of discretionary
funds have been made to these clusters through the Laboratory to cover items such as
consultant expenses and travel.

7. Incentives need to be provided for institutions of higher education for the preparation of
rural teachers, administrators, anu other social service personnel interested in woridng in the
redesigned rural schools. Current programs are generic at best, and often carry an urban
bias which views finding employment in rural communities the least desirable option.

Example: ICruisas State University, through its Center for Rural Education and Small
Schools, has been developing a special teacher preparation program for teachers interested
in working in rural communities. Other universities, notably Colorade State University and
Brigham Young University, have incorporated an extensive "rural experience" into their
teacher training programs.

8. Incentives should be built into finance formulas encouraging neighboring districts in the
establishment of collaborative arrangements for sharing resources, personnel, and services
including the use of technology and electronic networking. Forming such clusters results in
achieving many of the hoped for advantages of consolidation while continuing to support
the integrity of the local community.

Example: Minnesota has been a leader in the development of incentives for inter-district
cooperation. Earlier legislation on "sharing/paring" provide additional resources for
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neighboring districts to cooperate. More recently, "education district" legislation provides
incentives for clusters of schools to band together for the purpose of sharing services
ranging from administration to course delivery for special populations, day care, planning,
post-secondary vocational programs, etc. Institutions of higher education are encouraged to
be a part of these clusters.

9. Since existing funding formulae are based on a "one-best-system" mcdel of schooling
the factors drir:ng those formulas may be very different than the factors driving a finance
strategy for redesigned rural schools. A research and development support function will
need to be funded to work along side the redesign efforts, identifying the real costs of
such a system to serve as the basis for a new funding scheme.

While the design components laid out earlier are most needed ill rural schools, atany of
them would improve the operation of urban and suburban scnools. Because of the inherent
flexibility of small size, rural schools provide an ideal laLoratory for developing new
programs. An investment in rural school redesign would have useful applications in larger
schools as well.

The public school system was designed for an emerging industrialized nation. It has
served the country well. We are, however, entering a new age which has particular
promise for the rur-' "owns and that half of the public school system which is currently
being served least v., .. Further efforts to just improve rural schools will not do, a
redesign is necessary.
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